
Grading Key

Definition of Grading Terms

Scratch - A score or mark at the surface level.

Crack - A line on a surface along which material has split. 

Chip - A cut or break (a small piece) from the edge or surface of a material.

Scuff - A contact mark or depression resulting from a swiping/abrasive motion against a surface. 

Ding - A small contact depression on a surface caused by a blow from a fine pointed object.

Dent - A large contact depression on a surface caused by a blow from a pointed or small blunt object.

Discoloration - Variation in surface color, i.e., stains or fading. 

Image Burn - Permanent discoloration of areas on an electronic display caused by pressure or cumulative non-uniform pixel usage.

Housing - The metal/plastic enclosure which protects a device on the sides & back.

LCD - Stands for Liquid Crystal Display. The LCD is the screen beneath the glass surface. 

LCD Bleed - Bleeding ‘black ink’ or smudges on a display due to LCD damage. 

Grades

Sealed - A brand new device in box with OEM seal.

AA, Like New - A new device out of or with opened box/packaging.

A, Good - A used device which is in excellent cosmetic condition with very light scratches or marks on the housing or glass.

B, Fair - A used device which is in good cosmetic condition with scratches or marks due to wear and tear.

C, Rough - A used device which is in fair cosmetic condition with heavy marks or distinctive scratches from use.

D, Damaged - A used device which has heavy damage to housing or imperfections between glass and LCD.



A Stock - Excellent
● Very light scratches on screen

● Very light scratches on back of 
housing

● No dents

● No excessive dirt or signs of 
wear



● Light scratching on glass not visible 
with screen on

● No cracks or chips on front glass

● Light scuffing on bezel/back

● No more than two minor 
dings/dents on corners

B Stock - Good



  May have:

● Three or more 
dents/dings on corners

● Heavy scuffing on 
bezel/back

● No cracks on screen

● Chipped paint on bezel, 
back, and under glass

● Heavy scratching on 
glass visible with screen 
on

● May be missing charge 
port cover

C Stock - Fair/Rough


